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Private payrolls rise in October; 
wages surge in third quarter

Job growth accelerates after Hurricane

Established 1961 

BERLIN: German firms should cut their depend-
ence on the Chinese market, a leading industry
group says in a strategy paper that underscores
rising concern over Beijing’s state-driven economic
model, according to a draft seen by Reuters. The
25-page China position paper from the Federation
of German Industries (BDI), due to be published in
January, argues that a long-promised opening of
the Chinese market is unlikely to take place and
voices concern about rising Communist party con-
trol over society and the economy.

Entitled “Partner and Systemic Competitor -
How to cope with China’s state-driven economic
model?”, the paper makes clear that firms cannot
afford to turn their backs on China.

But, in an unusual step, it urges them to reassess
their presence there, while offering numerous rec-
ommendations for the German government and
European Union.

The BDI is Germany’s main business lobby
group and while its proposals do not always trans-
late directly into policy, they carry significant
weight. “Despite the attractiveness of the Chinese
market, it will be increasingly important for compa-
nies to closely examine the risks of their engage-
ment in China and to minimise their dependence by
diversifying supply chains, production sites and
sales markets,” the draft reads. It is currently being
vetted by BDI members and the text could change
before publication.

Bilateral trade between Germany and China hit a
record 188 billion euros last year. And big German
firms, notably carmakers like Volkswagen, Daimler
and BMW , depend heavily on the fast-growing
Chinese market.

While their presence there was once seen as a
strength, it is now unsettling German politicians and
industry as Beijing asserts control over the econo-
my under President Xi Jinping.

Scepticism is growing despite recent steps by
China to open up its economy, including allowing
Germany’s BASF to invest in a major chemical site
and BMW to take control of its main joint venture
in China, a first for a foreign carmaker. Another
worry is the escalating trade conflict between the
United States and China, which risks putting
Germany - and Europe - in the awkward position of
having to choose between its top two economic
partners.

The paper cites a range of problems for German
firms operating in China, from forced technology
transfer and failures to protect intellectual property
to arbitrary customs decisions and unequal access
to licenses and financing. It calls for closer coordi-
nation on China strategy within the German gov-
ernment and between the EU and like-minded part-
ners, led by the United States.

It also argues for a new EU instrument to pre-
vent state-subsidized takeovers, including requiring
Chinese firms to present accounts based on inter-
nationally agreed standards when acquiring
European firms so their ownership structures and
financing can be vetted. The BDI calls on the EU to
develop its own ambitious industrial strategy for
2030, an echo of Beijing’s “Made in China 2025”
plan, which prioritizes development of key industry
sectors, from robotics and aerospace to clean-
energy cars. It argues for a bigger EU budget to
support investments in infrastructure, education
and innovation.—Reuters
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WASHINGTON: US private sector payrolls increased
by the most in eight months in October, suggesting
overall job growth accelerated this month after
Hurricane Florence weighed on restaurant and retail
employment in September. The strong jobs market is
gradually putting upward pressure on compensation,
with other data yesterday showing a solid increase in
labor costs in the third quarter.

The ADP national employment report showed pri-
vate sector employment rose by 227,000 jobs last
month, beating economists’ expectations for an
increase of 189,000. September’s payrolls count was
revised down to 218,000 from 230,000. The ADP
report is jointly produced with Moody’s Analytics. It
was published ahead of the release of the government’s
more comprehensive October employment report
tomorrow. According to a Reuters survey of econo-
mists, nonfarm payrolls probably rebounded by
190,000 jobs in October after Florence depressed
restaurant and retail payrolls in September. Payrolls
increased by 134,000 in September, the fewest in a
year. The unemployment rate is forecast unchanged at a
near 49-year low of 3.7 percent in October.

The dollar was little changed against a basket of cur-
rencies after the data, while U.S. Treasury yields rose to
session highs. Separately, the Labor Department’s
Employment Cost Index showed wages and salaries,
which account for 70 percent of employment costs,
jumped 0.9 percent in the third quarter after climbing
0.5 percent in the prior period.

That pushed the annual increase in wages and
salaries to 2.9 percent, the biggest gain since

September 2008, from 2.8 percent in the year to June.
Wage growth was boosted by a jump in transportation
and warehousing, likely reflecting a shortage of truck
drivers. There were also gains on other industries,
including information, healthcare and leisure and hospi-
tality. The jobs market is viewed as being close to or at
full employment. There are a record 7.1 million job
openings in the economy.

The surge in wages lifted the Employment Cost
Index, the broadest measure of labor costs, which
increased 0.8 percent in the third quarter after rising
0.6 percent in the second quarter. The ECI is widely
viewed by policymakers and economists as one of the
better measures of labor market slack. It is also consid-
ered a better predictor of core inflation. The Federal
Reserve increased interest rates in September for the
third time this year and removed a reference to mone-
tary policy remaining “accommodative” from its policy
statement. The US central bank is expected to raise
rates again in December. Private sector wages and
salaries rose 0.8 percent in the third quarter after
increasing 0.6 percent in the prior period. They were
up 3.1 percent in the 12 months through September, the
biggest increase since the second quarter of 2008. That
followed a 2.9 percent gain in the year to June.

State and local government wages increased 0.9
percent after advancing 0.5 percent in the second
quarter. Benefits for all workers increased 0.4 percent
in the July-September quarter after rising 0.9 percent
in the second quarter. They were up 2.6 percent in the
12 months through September after rising 2.9 percent in
the year to June. — Reuters

A sign advertises open jobs at an Embassy Suites hotel in Waltham, Massachusetts, US. — Reuters

SAN FRANCISCO: Facebook announced plans on
Tuesday to adapt to users sharing more privately as the
leading social network pours money into an ongoing battle
with “bad actors” out to misuse its service.

Silicon Valley-based Facebook reported that its quar-
terly profit climbed in the recently ended quarter, but the
social network-mired in a spate of controversies-gained
fewer users than analysts had expected. Profit beat Wall
Street expectations by jumping nine percent to $5.14 bil-
lion on revenue that leaped 33 percent to $13.7 billion in
the quarter that ended September 30.

Facebook shares went for a rollercoaster ride in after-
market trades as executives revealed quarterly earnings
figures along with challenges and opportunities seen in
shifting trends in user behavior.

Shares jumped, dove and then rose anew before staying
on higher ground, up 3.1 percent to $150.80, on the
Nasdaq early in the evening in New York. “Right now, the
market is really nervous and it doesn’t take much to move
the stock,” said analyst Rob Enderle of Enderle Group.

“As long as they are meeting or exceeding on the bot-
tom line (profit) they will be fine.”

The number of people who used Facebook monthly
rose 10 percent to 2.27 billion, but analysts had expected
that figure to be slightly higher. Facebook has been trying
to fend off concerns about how well it protects user data
and defends against use of the site to spread misinforma-
tion aimed at swaying elections.

Controversies that have battered Facebook since the
2016 presidential election in the US have raised questions
over whether co-founder Mark Zuckerberg should keep
his post as chief executive.

“Our community and business continue to grow quickly,
and now more than two billion people use at least one of
our services every day,” Zuckerberg said in an earnings
call, including WhatsApp, Instagram and Messenger in the
count. “We’re building the best services for private mes-
saging and stories, and there are huge opportunities ahead
in video and commerce as well.”

Facebook users are shifting fast to sharing more pri-
vately with messages or a “Stories” feature for creating
short photo or video collections, instead of posting in their
main feeds, according to Zuckerberg.

While Facebook has made an art of monetizing ads in
newsfeeds, it has yet to optimize making money from mes-
sages and stories. “This is one of those situations where
the community growth we are seeing is outpacing the
progress we made on developing ads in that space,”
Zuckerberg said of Stories.

“I think we will get there in time, and the opportunity
will be bigger, but I can’t tell you what that time frame will
look like.” Facebook is also seeing a rapid rise in viewing
videos, which also generate less ad money per minute than
newsfeeds.

Big spender 
Zuckerberg said he expected 2019 to be “another year

of significant investment” for Facebook, and executives
projected revenue growth would slow. Facebook finished
the quarter with 33,606 employees in a 45 increase per-
cent over the number of workers it had the same time last
year. Just weeks ago, Facebook activated a “war room” as
a nerve center to halt misinformation and manipulation of
the social network by foreign actors trying to influence
elections.

The war room at the company’s Silicon Valley head-
quarters is part of stepped up security that will include
doubling the security team to 20,000 employees. “The
upcoming election will be a real test of the protections we
put in place,” Zuckerberg said on an earnings call.

“We will see all the good and bad humanity can do.”
Last week, Facebook said it had taken down accounts

linked to an Iranian effort to influence US and British poli-
tics with messages about charged topics such as immigra-

tion and race relations. The social network identified 82
pages, groups and accounts that originated in Iran and
violated policy on coordinated “inauthentic” behavior,
according to cybersecurity policy head Nathaniel
Gleicher. 

Gleicher said there was overlap with accounts taken
down earlier this year and linked to Iran state media, but
the identity of the culprits had yet to be determined.
Spending on security and election-related defenses were
part of the reason overall costs and expenses reported in
the quarter rose 53 percent to $7.95 billion from $5.2 bil-
lion a year earlier. Zuckerberg said Facebook is up against
sophisticated adversaries who continue to evolve.

“These aren’t problems you fix, they are problems you
manage,” Zuckerberg said of the challenge.

“There is no silver bullet.” In what could wind up cost-
ing Facebook more money, British finance minister Philip
Hammond said he planned to introduce a digital services
tax aimed at tech giants from 2020, responding to public
outrage over low tax payments by US tech giants. —AFP
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This combination of file pictures shows a photo illus-
tration of Twitter logos on a computer screen in
Beijing and a file illustration picture of the logo of
Facebook displayed on a screen and reflected on a
tablet in Paris. — AFP

PARIS: European aerospace giant Airbus reported yes-
terday a third quarter net profit of 957 million euros
($1.1 billion), more than triple the 2017 performance.
The company, which rivals Boeing of the US, said it was
maintaining its forecast for deliveries of 800 commer-

cial aircraft this year but added that there was still
much to do to reach that target.

On the key, much-delayed and over-budget military
A400M program, Airbus said there had been “tangible
progress” on delivery but risks remained. For the nine
months to September, net profit rose four percent from
the same period a year earlier to 1.45 billion euros.

The results reflected the “good performance” of the
key A350 long-haul twin-jet, Airbus head Tom Enders
said. Of the 800 delivery aircraft, 18 are the A220 mod-
el, the latest member of the Airbus family of single-aisle
jets after the company took over the aircraft from
Bombardier.

Enders said the main priority continued to be deliv-
ery of commercial aircraft and boosting output of the
workhorse A320neo, which has been held back by
engine supply problems. — AFP
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DALLAS FORT WORTH: An Airbus 380 from the Australian airline Qantas is seen on the tarmac of Dallas Fort Worth air-
port (DFW). —AFP

LONDON: Prime Minister Theresa May met about 120
business leaders and major investors yestrday as concerns
mount about the chance that Britain will leave the world’s
biggest trading bloc without a deal.

May and finance minister Philip Hammond are due to
meet executives to discuss Brexit and this week’s annual
budget, which included spending pledges and higher taxes
on technology firms. They will both make statements and
then take questions.

The government has so far not said where the meeting
is taking place or who will be attending.

With five months to secure a deal before Britain is due
to leave the European Union, business leaders are
demanding certainty over the kind of trade terms the
divorce will deliver. In particular, they want reassurances
that there will be a 21-month transition period after Britain
is due to leave the bloc.

If Britain and the European Union fail to strike a with-
drawal agreement, there will be no formal transition period
to cushion the impact of Brexit.

The Brexit negotiations are currently stalled over a dis-
agreement on a fallback plan to avoid a hard border on the
island of Ireland, former focal point for sectarian tensions,
if a future trading relationship is not in place in time.

The latest meeting with business leaders follows a con-
ference call the prime minister held with a similar-sized
group of business leaders earlier this month.

Earlier this week in the budget, the government
announced an end to Britain’s long spending squeeze with
tax cuts for households and a new tax on the revenues of
multinational technology companies. —Reutors
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